The fact that the Mohican CD player has no digital inputs, SACD playback or the ability to double up as a DAC caused a few raised eyebrows on the disc player’s launch, but sometimes it’s best to just concentrate on doing one thing, and doing it better than anyone else. Using a 32-bit AKM AK4490 converter run in native 16-bit/44.1kHz resolution, there’s no upsampling here – the result is a player that has a relaxed, natural and neutral sound that’s immensely satisfying to spend time with. If the Mohican is ‘The Last...’ CD player you ever buy, you won’t be disappointed...

**Hegel Mohican**

**Product Details**
- **Price**: £4,000
- **Type**: CD player
- **Weight**: 10kg
- **Dimensions (WxHxD)**: 430 x 80 x 290mm
- **Distributor**: Hegel Music System AS
- **Website**: www.hegel.com
- **Review**: HFN October